Second Anti-Trump Protest Since Election Reveals a Divided Campus

Divonna Rosa
Editor-in-Chief

"Queer without fear!" "Palestine and Mexico—all the walls have got to go!" "My body, my choice!" "No Dakota pipeline—protect the sacred land!" "Water for Flint!" "Hands up, don't shoot!"

These messages were among the chants yelled and signs held by student protestors marching campus yesterday. Though diverse in their objectives, all the student voices participating in the rally were united in one cause—"Dump Trump."

A week after Donald Trump was announced the president-elect of the United States, Montclair State University students gathered for their second protest since the election results were announced, marching around campus during common hour to make their voices heard.

"We brought all of our ideas together and we connected," said Marissa Marillo, one of the organizers of the protest. "Basically, we’re anti-racism, anti-semitism, anti-misogynistic. We’re pro-choice, pro-immigration reform, pro-Black Lives Matter. All of the causes, we’re bringing them together to unite Montclair. We want to accomplish unity and solidarity.”

As the protestors gathered at the amphitheater at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, practicing their chants and preparing to march around campus, a lone supporter of the new president-elect stood up and made his voice heard.

"Donald Trump will save us all!" cried Benjamin, a computer science major who

Montclair State Receives Funding to Make Red Hawk Country Tobacco Free

Christina Urban
FEATURE

The University was awarded a grant of more than $18,000 from the American Cancer Society and the CVS Health Foundation’s Tobacco-Free Generation Campus Initiative to reduce and eventually eliminate smoking and tobacco use on campus.

The University said in official press release.

"I’m tired of being told who I have to like... I have to vote for a democrat because I’m black? F**k that. No."

-C.J., sophomore business major and a Trump supporter

Funding continued on Page 2
Students Race Against the Clock at ‘Minute to Win It’

Monday, November 7
Blanton Hall: Officers responded to a simple assault domestic violence incident. After investigating the incident and speak with the county prosecutor’s office, the officer deemed no charges would be pressed due to a mutual fight doctoring in which both parties engaged in the fighting activity.

Tuesday, November 8
Cotter Hall: A citizen on citizen complaint was generated for student Najjar Drakeford, 19, of Ridgefield Park, N.J., for harassment with bias connotation against another student. Drakeford is scheduled to appear in Passaic County Superior Court.

Tuesday, November 8
Atascadero Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Friday, November 11
Calcia Hall: A student reported an incident of criminal mischief with bias intent. This case is under investigation.

Sunday, November 13
Student Recreation Center: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Sunday, November 13
A student reported an incident of theft at an off-campus location. The University Police Department generated the report on the student’s behalf and forwarded it to the municipality in which the offense occurred.

Monday, November 7
Cotter Hall: A student reported an incident of theft after building entrances. “People come in and out through one area so everyone is going to smell it and they’re going to inhale it,” Rosa said referring to the Blanton Hall entrance where students tend to smoke. An increase in smoking restrictions, but not a complete ban, would benefit students health-wise, said undated freshman Jeffrey Money, about the smoke-free mission. Money smoked a few times a week recreationally, and knows second-hand smoke can cause cancer. “People don’t want to smell smoke sometimes,” he said. “It’ll help me.”

Tuesday, November 8
Adjuster Track: Student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Tuesday, November 8
Red Hawk Rap Sheet

Wednesday, November 9
A staff member reported a suspicious person leaving a staff member reported a suspicious person leaving that building after hours.

Thursday, November 10
Two incidents were reported to the municipality for harassment with bias intent. This case is under investigation.

Sunday, November 13
A student reported an incident of theft at an off-campus location. The University Police Department generated the report on the student’s behalf and forwarded it to the municipality in which the offense occurred.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.
Spring 2017 Marks the First-Time Use of Degree Works in NEST

Tari Bibi
Assistant News Editor

Registering for classes last year was one of the toughest problems of a Montclair student. To help combat the isue, students and professors adapted a new program called Degree Works.

When asked why the change, Professor Leslie Sutton-Smith said, “Degree-works is the degree audit tool that comes with the Ellucian system. The previous degree audit system did not have the necessary student information system. By moving to a new tool, together, we needed to implement Degree Works, in addition to the registration system. The university made the decision to change degree audit products (reflected in NEST) many years ago, as our existing systems were outdated and we needed to upgrade to better serve our students and the university.”

Degree Works can be accessed through a student’s NEST portal when logging into the Montclair State website, Degree Works provides a comprehensive set of web-based academic advising, degree audit, and transfer articulation tools to help students and their advisors negotiate curriculum requirements.

Degree Works also shows an audit of the classes you took, are currently taking, and should take in the future. This makes it easier for students to keep track of their classes. Untranscripted courses are still available to see on Degree Works.

There is a “what if” section of the system that shows a student what courses they would need to take to reach their educational goal. According to the Montclair State website, Degree Works is the degree audit tool that comes with the Ellucian system.

Many of the topics discussed by Dr. Ruth conflict with Donald Trump’s suggested policies. Although Degree Works is more user-friendly, registration for classes must still be done through NEST. End of semester grades are also available to see on Degree Works. According to the Montclair State website, Degree Works provides a comprehensive set of web-based academic advising, degree audit, and transfer articulation tools to help students and their advisors negotiate curriculum requirements.

Dr. Ruth, who was writing her newest book called “I Love How I Can Actually Change the World” was asked about what is most important for giving advice on sex. She replied, “It is a combination of both radio and television.”

Dr. Ruth said “Knowledge about sexuality is so crucial in this country.”

Advisors

Many of the topics discussed by Dr. Ruth conflict with Donald Trump’s suggested policies. Although Degree Works is more user-friendly, registration for classes must still be done through NEST. End of semester grades are also available to see on Degree Works.

Many of the topics discussed by Dr. Ruth conflict with Donald Trump’s suggested policies. Although Degree Works is more user-friendly, registration for classes must still be done through NEST. End of semester grades are also available to see on Degree Works. According to the Montclair State website, Degree Works provides a comprehensive set of web-based academic advising, degree audit, and transfer articulation tools to help students and their advisors negotiate curriculum requirements.

Dr. Ruth, who was writing her newest book called “I Love How I Can Actually Change the World” was asked about what is most important for giving advice on sex. She replied, “It is a combination of both radio and television.”

Dr. Ruth said “Knowledge about sexuality is so crucial in this country.”

Advisors
Tensions at Montclair State have risen after last week’s election that announced Don- ald J. Trump as an incon- dent. Students around camp- sus are reagitated by any news that has to do with the new president and the fear of their future. The fear that has fallen upon students of Montclair State comes from the uncertainty of what’s going to happen. President-elect Donald J. Trump will mean for mi- norities in the USA. Facilities around campus have noticed the change of atmosphere among students and have been providing dif- ferent methods to help them cope. Counseling and Psy- chology Services have offered various forms of help for the students.

A Talk session to appointment- based meeting with counselor- es. As well, CAPS website has provided students with a mixture of relaxation medita- tion, health and safety tips.

An organizer of the protest thought that he will have to get out every single stu- dent to come for some of the new problems that will be arising if you don’t like them. Jared Freeman- Linsley, a political science and government professor, said on the matter. The impact of Donald Trump’s win on students won’t be known until the actual days are passed, but already students are frightful of what the future might bring.

Callum Forbes, a computer sciences major, expressed, “There is some fear with people because of his comments and videos about him saying all the things he said. And just the way he acts. I’m sometimes fearful of what’s going to happen.”

Many students are still in disbelief that Trump had won the election in the first place, “I didn’t think he was going to win at all. So I mean, I re- ally wasn’t expecting that [that he lost] what he said about women, Muslims and immi- grants. So, it makes me uncomfortable about how he is going to take this, especially with this whole wall talk,” expressed Justin D. Lavin, an illustration and animation major.

In various interviews and speeches given by Trump, he has said both controversial and insensitive things on top- ics like immigration, women’s rights, religion and race. His words have led to this em- tion of fear among minorities and a feeling of empowerment among his supporters. Recent- ly, Trump went on “60 Min- utes” telling his supporters to stop the violence and to limit the fear among people.

While many students have come to the conclusion that the new president facet and won’t be attending the new campus. The protests have been seen to be helpful to many students, giving them a sense of security and em- powerment that we lost after Trump was elected as Presi- dent. The protests... are very empowering, to see a commu- nity out there that supports and feels the same way as I do. It is, I think it is empowering for people to turn on their tele- vision and see the number of people in cities across the nation showing up and taking different places, protesting. It sends a message to regular people that people in places of govern- ment that we are all on our guard and that we will be watching to make sure that [rights] won’t be taken away from certain people,” Jennifer Rogers, an anthropology and gender sexuality studies mi- nority, I want to see someone [with power] uplifting minorities and putting all of us up on a level floor instead of saying that you can’t feel like an ‘other’.

Protests: Second rally concludes with plans for open conversation

Continued from page 1

preferred not to share his last name. He held a picture of Trump above his head as he yelled, “Make America great again!”

An organizer of the protest reacted to the event and addressed the crowd, saying, “If we get any protest from inves- tigators, please ignore them. Our message is greater.”

“I’m worried about my rights, religion and race. His comments and insensitive things on top of immigration, women’s rights, religion and race. His words have led to this emo- tion of fear among minorities and a feeling of empowerment among his supporters. Recent- ly, Trump went on “60 Min- utes” telling his supporters to stop the violence and to limit the fear among people.”

While many students have come to the conclusion that the new president facet and won’t be attending the new campus. The protests have been seen to be helpful to many students, giving them a sense of security and em- powerment that we lost after Trump was elected as Presi- dent. The protests... are very empowering, to see a commu- nity out there that supports and feels the same way as I do. It is, I think it is empowering for people to turn on their tele- vision and see the number of people in cities across the nation showing up and taking different places, protesting. It sends a message to regular people that people in places of govern- ment that we are all on our guard and that we will be watching to make sure that [rights] won’t be taken away from certain people,” Jennifer Rogers, an anthropology and gender sexuality studies mi- nority, I want to see someone [with power] uplifting minorities and putting all of us up on a level floor instead of saying that you can’t feel like an ‘other’.
Following Up With Montclair State Alumnus Nicholas Juzdan

Nicholas Juzdan, a graduate from Montclair State, in the heart of New York City, where he works as a film producer as well as a marketing freelancer. Juzdan is extremely proud of the work that his company has been doing, as it is helping to transform the public view of plus-size women.

"They are trying to make a media company out of it, to give plus-size women a stage, an area, a platform to be seen," Juzdan added, with pride in his voice. Though, bringing awareness to plus-size women isn't the only thing the company is concerned with. Juzdan also explained that "[they] cares not just about plus-size, but different races and cultural-pool people... it's giving these people an outlet, [a platform] to be themselves." This upcoming Saturday, Juzdan will be given his own platform to talk at the TEDx Youth Conference. Juzdan understands the importance of going out of your comfort zone. He continued, "I feel like there are a lot of people who are afraid of being themselves and to stand out." He explained that he wants students to be able to stand out by "[shaping] their ideas and [letting] people know who [they] truly are.

Juzdan produces many films over the years, though the film that has always stuck with him is "A Crib," directed and written by Jake Shapiro, who is also a graduate of Montclair State.

When asked what type of advice he would give to Montclair students, Juzdan suggested "taking classes that you wouldn't regularly take like on the Trojan War, an art or film class. Explore and join different clubs. Get to know things and experience things that you haven't before."
Brick Lane, a peaceful place to enjoy a tasteful meal with a group of friends is located at 540 Valley Road, in Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

Tunmise Odufuye | The Montclarion

Seekh Kebabs is a dish served at Brick Lane Montclair.

Diners can enjoy Basmati Rice and Tikka Masala Sauce at Brick Lane Montclair.

"Give Mary her lamb back."

So here we are. The election is over, Donald Trump is our new president and I am still hungrier than ever on a windy Friday after class. Still hard to read that second sentence, but I'm sure we'll all get used to it. With this new presidency, my stomach and I needed a meal to imagine the America that was always bound to happen. Brick Lane Montclair, you had a high order in putting me at ease with my hunger strike but unfortunately, it doesn't seem that you passed.

Walking into Brick Lane, it was fairly peaceful. A disconnection from the outside world at its finest. Colanders besieged the near-radiant light bulbs on the oatmeal-hued walls, depressing the incandescent light from ruining the benevolent mood. From the looks of the interior as well as the mood-setting lights and the small tables, Brick Lane is definitely a place for an intimate get-together with a loved one. Too bad three African-American males, including myself, had to figure that out the hard way.

As we squirmed into our seats crammed in a corner of the restaurant, menus and water were distributed to us. We sifted through the menu, using Google accordingly, as we were unqualified to understand the Indian verbiage. This Google word search then turned into 13 minutes of waiting for our server to come back. This is one of the reasons why being ready to order can be crucial in times of hunger, but being a newcomer and foreign to the Indian culinary culture, my curiosity and decisiveness were warranted. Being a food critic, it is important to observe how responsive servers are to your requests and attention. Don't make me eat a Snicker now that you have me waiting. I'd rather you keep me in the front of your mind. Your tip depends on it. Yes, that sounds vulgar, but trust me, you have thought of worse to say when bad service comes your way when you're hungry.

After daring one another to be a brave soul and try Phaal, I decided on a meal from the "Tandoor" menu. That means your meal is served on a sizzling platter plate, with basmati rice and tikka masala sauce for an additional $5. Tikka masala is usually made of ginger, cumin, salt, cayenne pepper, cinnamon or honey, garlic, tomato sauce and turmeric. Must say, it was good for what I was expecting, but then again, maybe I wasn't expecting anything from it based on the fact that I had to wait nearly 25 minutes to eat. Along the Tandoor menu, I ordered Seekh Kebabs, which are minced lamb with spices cooked on skewers. Once the food arrived, it was chow time. It had to live up to so much. Along with the unease of Donald Trump presidency discussions, 25 minutes was a long time to wait for food and replace that time talking about politics. This food had a lot to prove and it didn't prove a thing.

The minced lamb was tolerable. What a boring sentence for such a lovely piece of meat, or at least meat that should be lovely. There was an absence of zest from the lamb. The Korean powder mixed with chili powder, turmeric, cilantro, lemon juice and chaat masala couldn't save it. The basmati rice was decent. Again, not the most eventful taste, but it fulfilled my human needs at the moment. Mixed with the tikka masala, the rice stood it's ground on the tongue test. If only the lamb had helped it climb up the totem pole.

This meal, although tolerable, didn't have anything that would make me come back. When I eat at a new restaurant, the service, as well as the preparedness of the meal, should surprise me in a positive manner, making me come back for more. If these two things are not up to par, and my standards are above average, my first time will be my last...said the Tinder user.

Brick Lane Montclair is located at 540 Valley Road, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
earn credits wherever you roam
even if that’s home
online and hybrid courses available

WINTER SESSION 2017
DECEMBER 23, 2016 – JANUARY 13, 2017

register now at montclair.edu/winter
Montclair State students all gathered together for Glow Week, an event at Montclair State that consists of various sports and activities held in the Student Recreation Center on campus.

Students played various games of volleyball in the gym while enjoying blacklighting and music. They were all very excited and competitive during the games.

The staff members were also very involved and assisted the students with any issues or concerns. The games were intense and exciting to watch as well as photograph. This event had much more people than expected, according to one of the supervisors on site, but they gathered as many staff members as they could to create a smooth and successful event.
Williams is determined to have longevity within the fashion industry. She said, “I really want to work for Teen Vogue or Cosmopolitan, Seventeen Magazine—any of those. I want to write primarily about celebrities and their fashion because I just love everything that has to do with pop culture.”

Celebrities have a huge impact on the world and an even greater influence on fashion. Williams said, “I have multiple style icons. I loved Blake Lively’s style in ‘Gossip Girl.’ It was amazing. I love Kendall Jenner. She’s laid back, but she’s still fashion-forward. I also like Kylie Jenner’s style because she’s just so out of the box—does whatever she wants and it just looks good.”

While Kylie Jenner can seemingly pull off anything, a trend that Williams hopes the star and fellow fashionistas and fashionistas, in general, should stay away from is Crocs. “Crocs—they physically hurt me when I see them,” Williams said. “I don’t like them, I don’t know why they’re a thing.”

Fashion has not only been an avenue for Williams to express her creativity, but a way in which her personality has been able to shine. “I was a very shy person growing up,” Williams said. “Once I got to high school, I just started dressing the way that I wanted to. I’d rather show people that I am fun and whimsical through my clothes than having to say it.”

Fashion has not only been an avenue for Williams to express her creativity, but a way in which her personality has been able to shine. “I was a very shy person growing up,” Williams said. “Once I got to high school, I just started dressing the way that I wanted to. I’d rather show people that I am fun and whimsical through my clothes than having to say it.”

Williams describes her style as comfortable, but still fashionable. “I love being comfy, but I don’t have a problem with putting on jeans and a nice comfy sweater,” she said. “You will never see me in sweatpants, I swear. Everyone is so shocked that I don’t wear sweatpants to class and I’m just like, ‘No I need to get dressed!’ I dress laid back and very girly. I love skirts and jewelry and all that stuff.”

In regard to style advice for Montclair State students, Williams said, “Wear what you feel the most comfortable in because the only person you should try to impress is yourself.”

Mad Style at Montclair State: A Fashion & Beauty Column By Carlie Madlinger

Montclair State fashionista Bre’Yana Williams is taking on a beautiful fall day in her flawless fall ensemble.

“Fashion has always been a part of my life. I grew up in a house full of girls. It was just me, my mom and my older sister. We all love fashion,” Williams said. “I would watch my mom as she would get her outfit together every morning. She would get whatever she was wearing, then she would pick out her shoes and her jewelry, so I was just always fascinated by that.”

As a junior majoring in communication and media arts, Williams, 20, has made fashion a vital part of her collegiate career at Montclair State. The MSU Fashion Club has been a home away from home for Williams since the first semester of her freshman year.

“I’ve always liked fashion, so it’s just somewhere I can go. I enjoy learning new trends and seeing different things that people are wearing,” she said.

A loyal member for nearly three years, she is now secretary of the fashion club. Williams is in charge of preparing the PowerPoint for each meeting, which take place Wednesdays from 3-4 p.m. in University Hall, where they discuss the hottest fashion trends and celebrity ensembles.

Williams will be exhibiting her creativity through fashion at a style fest for the club’s annual fashion show, which will be held on Wednesdays in University Hall on the 7th floor. The theme this year will be cultural.

Williams said, “We [the fashion club E-board] wanted it to be different this year. We all love fashion,” Williams said. “Wear what you feel the most comfortable in because the only person you should try to impress is yourself.”

Montclair State student Bre’Yana Williams rocks the striped sweater she bought from her favorite store, Forever 21.

Ensemble Examination:

The first thing I noticed in regard to Williams’ ensemble was her oversized black floppy hat. A fashion staple that is essential for every fashionista’s fall wardrobe. This statement piece complements her entire look and cohesively fits in with her accompanying monochrome black pieces. The black long sleeve top’s simplicity allows this garment to be extremely versatile. Dress it up or dress it down—a monochromatic black top can go with just about anything.

Forever ditching Crocs, Williams is able to make Montclair State her runway and strut, like her style icon Kendall Jenner, with these over-the-knee black suede boots which are undeniably a fall must-have. On her way to the library with her sturdy black Victoria’s Secret Pink backpack, Williams stood out from students who decide to study in their pajamas. She keeps comfortable and still fashionable with these awesome acid-wash skinny jeans. November has been warmer than usual, yet on those expected chilly days, Williams’ striped sweater is a great companion to keep her warm and stylish.
Help Wanted

BABYSITTER, AFTERSCHOOL, MONTCLAIR

After-school driver needed for our 2 children, ages 13 & 15. $120.00 / WK, AFTER-SCHOOL DRIVER NEEDED, MONTCLAIR

We are looking for a part-time sitter to look after our three year-old daughter and help out with light house chores. Looking for energetic, flexible and upbeat person to take care of her on the days that I'm at work. Exact days to be determined. Main responsibility will be to watch her while I'm in the office. Some late evenings – ending at 8.30pm – would be necessary. Must have own car and clean driving record. Looking for someone who is well organized, responsible and a bit of a go getter. References and experience required. Email: Lauhonaguly@gmail.com. 

DINNER AT HOME, UPTOWN MONTCLAIR

Free meal for seniors residing in Montclair, Bloomfield, Caldwell, Orange. Free delivery and takeout. Free meals will be delivered to seniors who cannot leave or travel for food. Prepared by local restaurants. To order free meals, call 800-568-0686 or visit www老龄化.org. 

SITTING FOR INTERNS, PART-TIME MONTCLAIR


FOLLOW US ON TWITTER! @themontclarion

CLASSIFIEDS
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Understanding! Patient! Dependable! Part Time: Please check on phone and arrive on time. Love working at the local elementary school. Preference: Female. Must be able to work with children up to 6th grade. Fax 973-797-8197 or email: Info@themontclarion.org.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED: AFTERSCHOOL NANNY, MONTCLAIR

Looking for After-School Help? Babysitters? Part-Timers? Need an after school sitter starting Sept. 13 for our three children (ages 3, 11), 2:40-4:30 pm. Responsibilities include: School pick up & after school activities / appointments. You will also need to help them with their homework. Must be a responsible, organized, positive adult who is patient and willing to work with children in an after-school environment. Must have own car and clean driving record. Looking for someone who is well organized, responsible and a bit of a go getter. References and experience required. Email: Lauhonaguly@gmail.com.

WE ARE HIRING!

The Montclarion is looking for a full-time writer. The position is perfect for individuals, especially college students, interested in pursing a career in Journalism and / or Media-Writing. This is an entry level position and will include: transcribing scripts, assisting in studio, and in production of digital content. At least one year of writing experience is a plus. Please email Internships@Jmor.com.

WINTER INTERNSHIPS, MONTCLAIR

Wanting to learn more about journalism? The WILSON NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION in Foreign Policy, if that’s your preference. References and experience required.

$15 / HR, BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR

We are looking for a babysitter who is capable of watching our 3-year-old daughter and help out with light house chores. Looking for energetic, flexible and upbeat person to take care of her on the days that I'm at work. Exact days to be determined. Main responsibility will be to watch her while I'm in the office. Some late evenings – ending at 8.30pm – would be necessary. Must have own car and clean driving record. Looking for someone who is well organized, responsible and a bit of a go getter. References and experience required. Email: Lauhonaguly@gmail.com.

DINNER AT HOME, UPTOWN MONTCLAIR

Free meal for seniors residing in Montclair, Bloomfield, Caldwell, Orange. Free delivery and takeout. Free meals will be delivered to seniors who cannot leave or travel for food. Prepared by local restaurants. To order free meals, call 800-568-0686 or visit www老龄化.org.

SITTING FOR INTERNS, PART-TIME MONTCLAIR


FOLLOW US ON TWITTER! @themontclarion

CLASSIFIEDS
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Understanding! Patient! Dependable! Part Time: Please check on phone and arrive on time. Love working at the local elementary school. Preference: Female. Must be able to work with children up to 6th grade. Fax 973-797-8197 or email: Info@themontclarion.org.
Campus Voices: Should the university be able to tell smokers they cannot smoke on campus?

“A don’t necessarily think the university should determine whether or not students can smoke or not. Obviously they should promote not to, but if anything, make designated areas known.”

-Alyssa Broadhurst, Junior

“I do not think the university should determine whether or not smokers should smoke or not on campus. That decision should be left up to the individual. Everyone has the right to smoke and that decision should not be questioned.”

-Matthew Biondi, Junior

“I do not think the University has the right to determine whether or not people can smoke on campus because that would infringe upon individual liberties. Impose designated smoking areas to ensure the comfort and health of all people on campus.”

-Jeffrey Mathai, Junior

-I think the school has the right to designate where people can or cannot smoke.”

-Jessica Podskoch, Junior

Montclair State Says Smoke is No Joke

On Monday, a Montclair State press release announced the university would be receiving a grant of over $19,000 in order to implement a program that would “accelerate and expand the eventual adoption and implementation of 100 percent smoke-and-tobacco-free campus policies.” The program, called Tobacco Free Red Hawks, hopes to educate the community of Montclair State and support those hoping to make a change in lifestyle.

Prior to the announcement, students were asked to complete an online survey regarding their thoughts and opinions of the proposed change, yet many smokers on campus are speaking out against these changes, and understandably so. These changes will result in a ban on all tobacco products, which concerns many who often smoke while on campus.

Some believe the university should not be able to regulate their tobacco use, but their tobacco use has a negative effect on non-smokers. At Montclair State, second-hand smoke is a major concern. Just walking to class, non-smokers are raided with clouds of smoke when entering and exiting select buildings on campus. Even inside buildings, non-smokers are still subject to secondhand smoke, as some students disobey rules that prohibit smoking indoors.

The consequences of smoking affect far more than the individual smoking. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention warns that even adults who have never smoked are still at risk for heart disease, lung cancer and strokes from inhaling secondhand smoke. It is unethical for the university to continue to subject innocent students to these extremely serious risks.

Cliff Douglas, director of the American Cancer Society’s Center for Tobacco Control, said, “To be successful in creating a tobacco-free generation, it is important that we prevent and eliminate lethal and addictive tobacco among America’s college students.” By reducing and eventually eliminating tobacco products on campus, fewer students will have experiences with the substance.

On a more positive note, this will provide many tobacco users with the opportunity and tools to quit. The Tobacco Free Red Hawks program will likely be able to provide information, guidance and support to those individuals who are serious about change.

Progressing toward a tobacco-free campus is not just a win for non-smokers, but for smokers too. Becoming a tobacco-free campus will benefit everyone.

Thumbs Up

Thanksgiving Day

Peaceful protests

Gilmore Girls returns soon

Thumbs Down

Gwen Ifill dies at 61

ISIS encourages attacks at Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade

Nation is divided
**Vegetarianism: A Roadmap for Possibilities**

It’s not as hard as some believe it to be

**By Erin O’Connell, a psychology major, is in her first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.**

Concerning Editorialists and Columns

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinions of the editorial board on a particular issue. Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.

Supporters of legal marijuana should be praised. Marijuana is a legal drug. As long as people purchase it for the proper purposes. Times are changing; whether for better or worse in the eyes of many, people should remember that progress for marijuana use could lead to great potential to detrimental to someone’s health and mental well-being.

Some will argue that there is enough room to decide how they use it. Times are changing; whether for better or worse in the eyes of many, people should remember that progress for marijuana use could lead to great potential to detrimental to someone’s health and mental well-being.
WORKS A FOOT

Nov. 17 – 20
Memorial Auditorium

No charge for Montclair State undergrads; all others $15!
Photo: Montclair State University/Photo Lab

PERFORMANCES 16/17

World Premiere
Third Coast Percussion
Cathie Boyd | Cryptic (UK)
“See You Later”

Works Composed by
Gavin Bryars
Peter Garland
David T. Little

Nov. 17 – 20
Alexander Kasser Theater

No charge for Montclair State undergrads; all others $20!

973-655-5112 | peakperfs.org

Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck
Photo: Gerard Mones

Engage!
Sneak Peek
Nov. 17 @ 6 p.m.
Join director Cathie Boyd for a behind-the-scenes peek into “See You Later.” Refreshments will be served. Free & open to the public!
ENTERTAINMENT

Student Artist Profile: Jon Khan

Q: What is your biggest motivation? A: My biggest motivation would have to rely on the importance of music culture and the dedicated bands that are playing music every single day across the US, and to all the bands not looking for quick monetary returns, but looking for a form of stress relief from their already difficult situations which can only be 100 percent fulfilled through playing music, or to the bands who showcase a part of themselves they wouldn’t be able to showcase without music. Those bands are easy to find because it shows in their music and in their personalities. That’s what keeps the faith for me in the music scene.

Q: How has Montclair State University fostered you as an artist? A: Being a political science major with minors in pre-law and public administration you don’t have a chance to immerse yourself into the thriving music culture within the campus of Montclair State. You can see it and hear it all around you. The reason why I initially chose Montclair was because of the vibe and scene it had to offer. There is The Meatlocker venue that I regularly play at, which is kind of a dive, but it is the best place to see a cool band. People across campus frequently visit The Meatlocker to catch a show or support a friend. Being a student at Montclair State makes me take pride in these things, and realize how special it is to be a part of it.

Q: Who are your biggest supporters? A: My biggest supporters are definitely my handmates, and my family, who has supported me since I began music, as long as I kept the grades up. The most important supporter you can have is yourself at the end of the day. If you don’t believe in yourself, and if you’re not listening to your music in the process of making it and aren’t listening to yourself as a fan and supporter of the music, you’re doing something wrong. Criticisms and support for a piece of music are always good to hear from a third party from time to time, but when you just know what works for yourself and what doesn’t, you will eventually not need the third party and you can stand as an artist independently. I feel every artist deserves to feel that sense of independence. That’s how you keep your sanity and it helps prevent oneself from having a falling out with music.

Q: Who are your biggest inspirations? A: My biggest musical inspirations lie in a couple of bands I regularly listen to on a day-to-day basis: Blink-182, The Menzingers, The Gaslight Anthem, Bruce Springsteen, and Brand New, to name the biggest ones. From time to time, I’ll get into a whole sub-genre of bands which will deter my writing for guitar parts or even lyrics with “Rachel,” the new project I’m a part of. For a while now, I’ve been involved in the the rock and punk scene here in New Jersey, across the US and have booked a tour for a past project in the UK two years ago. As time goes by, you make more and more connections, and you learn how to execute them for your benefit and hopefully theirs.

Q: What’s your latest project? A: The new project I’m a part of is called “Rachel.” We’re a three-piece punk rock band starting to play shows locally at this time and eventually, we’re hoping to do some touring. We had our first show at Crossroads in Garwood, New Jersey earlier this month, which went extremely well. We have been focusing on our first EP release, “Alright,” which we’re planning to release hopefully by January in February. It’s a really different take on punk rock with some odes to our favorite bands. Some songs sound like they could be a 5pm 41 song, some parts sound like Blink-182, and the lyrics just are fun and stand on [their] own. When I listen to the recordings right now, I feel that it’s extremely different from what bands and listeners are used to playing and hearing. Of course there’s a sense of conformity to the scene and what it calls for, but at the end of the day, it’s different, and we’re happy about that. You can give us a like on Facebook at www.facebook.com/RachelBlissNJ, and we’re on Instagram at @RachelBlissNJ.

Jon Khan is a political science major with minors in pre-law and public administration, but he always makes sure to keep music in his life.
WARNING

PLEASE BE AWARE that the State of New Jersey laws regarding the sale, distribution and use of alcohol are being enforced around the NJIT and Rutgers-Newark campuses.

VIOLATORS WILL BE ARRESTED AND THEIR NAMES WILL BE PUBLISHED FROM THE POLICE BLOTTER.

Sponsoring student organizations violating New Jersey laws WILL BE subject to campus sanctions.

In Conjunction With:
City of Newark
NJIT Public Safety
Rutgers University Police Department (Newark Division)
‘Fantastic Beasts and Where To Find Them’ Brings Back Wizarding World Magic

Julia Singel Staff Writer

It’s been five years since the final Harry Potter film was released and almost 15 years to date since “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” was released in theaters. The first book was released a little over 19 years ago. Now, we are about to experience a brand new story from J.K. Rowling’s wizarding world—one that hasn’t been read in the pages of one of her books before.

This new chapter is “Fantastic Beasts and Where To Find Them” and is the tale of magizoologist Newt Scamander’s (Eddie Redmayne) visit to New York City in 1926. With a new era, a new story, new characters and the same, familiar wizarding world, “Fantastic Beasts” shines and reminds us of the fantastical world we know and love.

The film is very similar, yet very different from the Harry Potter movies. Gone are the tales provoking young viewers to wrap up in prophesy and dark magic. Gone is the famous Hogwarts setting. Even though “Fantastic Beasts” isn’t exactly Harry Potter, it still feels like the same and delivers the same emotions that those films get across.

Redmayne conveyed this message during the completely roundtable sessions on Monday, Nov. 7. “Certainly, my mind was blown...there was a thrill element, there was a darkness to it, but there was great humor and that thing that [Rowling] did in all of the Potter films that it has great heart at the center of it too.”

Redmayne wasn’t the only one that felt that “Fantastic Beasts” is similar to Harry Potter. Dan Fogler, who plays no-maj (American for muggle) Jacob Kowalski, said that, “It’s just like the first movie when Ron and Harry and Hermione find each other and form their little tribe.”

Alison Sudol, who plays Queenie Goldstein, said, “Those characters are very lucky that play into these fantastic Beasts...”

The basic setup is the same for both “Fantastic Beasts” and “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.” Both films feature a group of outsiders coming together and finding solace in the fact that they have found each other. Both films show us how to live off nice and fluffy, but “Fantastic Beasts” becomes darker at a quicker rate. The great thing about “Fantastic Beasts” is that the story is directly aimed at adults because children are no longer the center of attention.

So, what is “Fantastic Beasts” all about?

Novet comes to New York City at a time where the wizarding world and the no-maj world are kept extremely separate. Witches and wizards fear exposure and live in the shadows of society. Unbeknownst to Newt, he is arriving in a city that has been under attack by some mysterious force. To make his stay more comfortable, some adults in his magical case explore, but through the lens of the story is directly aimed at adults because children are no longer the center of attention.

As producer David Heyman put it, the film hinges on “The notion of a character who’s been denied the possibility of being who he is...a theme that runs through a lot of J.K. work, and the dangers, the consequences, of when you don’t allow people to be who they are.”

There are many ways in which the film explores the American Wizarding World and what was happening in America in the 1920s, but Ezra Miller, who plays Credence Barebone, said, “I just think it’s fascinating in the way that some of the differences between England and the United States are so exaggerated and the magical communities.”

Fogler said that the film is “a mirror to racism, to segregation.”

‘Arrival’ is a Beautiful, Unpredictable Sci-fi Drama

Bryan Southfield Contributing Writer

When you have a director like Denis Villeneuve helm- ing a project, you already know you are going to something that is out-of-this-world. That’s something he has showcased with “Prisoners,” “Enemy” and “Sicario,” which are three of the best films of the 2010s. When I heard the project following “Ro- setta” was going to be a film involving aliens coming down to Earth for an unknown reason. The US government tracks down Dr. Louise Banks (Amy Adams), a well-respected linguist, to assist in translating the alien language and commu- nications. I adored this film so much, as it ranks very high in my Top 10 of 16.

This is different from any alien invasion film I’ve ever seen. People need to go in realizing that it’s not an “In- dependence Day” or “War of the Worlds” and follows the foot- steps of artful sci-fi films like “Under the Skin” and “Snow- piercer” in certain ways, shapes and forms. What Villeneuve does beautifully is focus more on the characters and story than the visual effects. I loved following Louise and the other characters on this sublute journey that doesn’t leave your mind. I personally feel this is his best film, in terms of directing, since it’s more self-contained than his previous films and the upcom- ing “Blade Runner 2049”. But, I still look at “Prisoners” as being my favorite film on catalog.

Villeneuve is spectacular in this, with this possibly being his best performance ever. Banks is a character that has been through so much, as the film’s opening scene is extremely gut- punching. You watch and think of some viewers. But, you must do yourself a favor and stick with it, as this film has one of the best endings I’ve seen in years. It’s one that you’ll have a hard time taking off your mind due to how good it is. I strongly recommend you check out “Arr- rival,” especially if you want an Oscar contender, be- cause I guarantee this will be all over the award discussion this winter. If you’re also interested in seeing what Villeneuve can pull off in the sci-fi genre before “Blade Runner 2049” comes out, then check this film out. You’re being prepared for an experience that is unlike anything that you have ever seen.

There’s not much that can be said about the prouder plot or characters without giv- ing all of the great twists away. However, the characters and plot all develop in the way that I hoped they would. The film is fantastic in every sense of the world and has the added bene- fit of using magical creatures to create even more wonder and amazement. Even through the tit- le is “Fantastic Beasts” and the creatures ultimately bring the new group together, the film isn’t about the creatures. It’s about the same human condi- tions that Rowling has written about and shown us on-screen in all of her projects.

Miller summed up my feelings of the film by saying, “The only thing that I was a rather critical viewer de- pendent Day” or “War of the Worlds” and follows the foot- steps of artful sci-fi films like “Under the Skin” and “Snow- piercer” in certain ways, shapes and forms. What Villeneuve does beautifully is focus more on the characters and story than the visual effects. I loved following Louise and the other characters on this sublute journey that doesn’t leave your mind. I personally feel this is his best film, in terms of directing, since it’s more self-contained than his previous films and the upcom- ing “Blade Runner 2049”. But, I still look at “Prisoners” as being my favorite film on catalog.
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Spring 12-Week Session
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Spring 15-Week Session
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Montclair-Graz Sister City Scholarship
Spend a full academic year studying in beautiful Graz, Austria on a full scholarship.
Application Deadline: December 2nd

Information Session
Monday, November 21st, at 12:00 pm
Student Center, Room 411

The Montclair-Graz Sister City Scholarship is a student exchange program between the city of Montclair/Montclair State University and the city of Graz. It currently offers two MSU undergraduate students the opportunity to study for one academic year in Graz at one of three universities. The program includes a FULL SCHOLARSHIP providing free tuition, fees, room and stipend. Credits transfer back to Montclair State. Open to all majors.

For more information, contact Domenica Dominguez, dominguezd@montclair.edu
Global Education Center
Student Center Annex, Room 207
http://www.montclair.edu/global-education/
study-abroad/outgoing-students/
The women’s basketball team, ranked No. 16 in the country, is better this year than they were last year. Still, Montclair State wasn’t ranked first in the New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) Presssion Coaches Poll — even though they returned all of the players who led the team to its fourth consecutive NJAC Championship last season. Six coaches selected Stockton University over Montclair State to finish as NJAC’s top team.

"Winning four [NJAC Championships] in a row, that passes some people off," junior co-captain Katie Sire said after Tuesday’s game. "We always have a little bit of a target on our back. But, we’re returning everyone and I don’t think this team lets rankings or any of that affect us."

The Red Hawks looked better defensively and were more fluid on offense in their 56-43 victory over Haverford. They didn’t dominate, but they diserved well and played suffocating defense. Offensively, the players’ cuts to the basket were sharper and their passes were more precise. The starting five played together seamlessly and they looked more comfortable after having the second half of last season to figure out how to play with each other.

"At the beginning of the season, we were so excited to start, because we knew exactly what we had," junior co-captain Katie Tobie said after the game. "We all came out so confident. We were itching for this game." Montclair State’s 2015-16 season was jeopardized when Kayla Ceballos suffered a season-ending injury. Without Ceballos, the team lacked a dynamic scoring threat. But, as tough as the injury was, the Red Hawks battled through some tough moments and discovered their new identity going forward.

"Everything this year is so much easier," Sire said. "We’re all just so comfortable playing with each other. It makes it that much easier for us to start the game off and kind of set the team in the right direction and give us the right momentum that we need."

The women’s basketball team doesn’t have a player that will give them 20 points a game. They don’t have a dominant post player that will bully the other team and put up 20 points and 10 rebounds every game. What they do have, though, is a bounty of talented players who can take turns pulling the Red Hawks through tough stretches.

Junior captains Sire and Tobie anchor the team on both ends of the floor. Senior captains Rachel Krauss, Sage Bennett and Zoe Curtis round out the starting five and let the team space out the floor on offense and stifles their opponents on defense. Harvey has a deep bench, led by juniors Erica Snow, Yazmine Lacey, Taylor Haemen and sophomore Kiara Dillard, that can provide valuable contributions. And, all of these players returned with another year of experience.

The team isn’t perfect. They need to improve their rebounding and three-point shooting and can still be a bit lazy with the ball.

However, Montclair State picked up where they left off and haven’t missed a beat since last season. The majority of NJAC coaches didn’t get the message that the Red Hawks are still the team to beat in the conference. "Absolutely not," she said with a smile.

---

**Women’s Basketball: Red Hawks Are Still the Team to Beat in the NJAC**

---

**This Week in Red Hawk Sports**

**Thurs 11/17**

- No Games

**Fri 11/18**

- Men’s Swimming at Franklin & Marshall Invite
- Women’s Swimming at Franklin & Marshall Invite
- Men’s Basketball vs. Brooklyn College 6 p.m.

**Sat 11/19**

- Men’s Swimming at Franklin & Marshall Invite
- Women’s Swimming at Franklin & Marshall Invite
- Men’s Basketball vs. The City College of New York 1 p.m.
- Women’s Basketball vs. Williams College 6 p.m.

**Sun 11/20**

- Men’s Swimming at Franklin & Marshall Invite
- Women’s Swimming at Franklin & Marshall Invite
- Men’s Basketball vs Hamilton College in Williamsport, PA 3 p.m.

**Mon 11/21**

- No Games

**Tues 11/22**

- Women’s Basketball at Kean University 6 p.m.
- Men’s Basketball at Kean University 8 p.m.

**Wed 11/23**

- No Games

---

**Red Hawk Recap**

- Red Hawks Volleyball: 2
  - Clark University: 3
- Red Hawks Women’s Cross Country vs. NCAA Regional Championships: 25th place
- Red Hawks Men’s Swimming: 156
  - College of Staten Island: 122
- Red Hawks Women’s Swimming: 141
  - College of Staten Island: 95
  - Red Hawks Football: 10
  - Kean University: 20
  - Red Hawk’s Soccer: 1
  - Buffalo State: 1
- Red Hawks Men’s Soccer: 1
  - Christopher Newport University: 5
- Red Hawks Women’s Soccer 0
  - Messiah College: 2
- Red Hawks Women’s Basketball: 56
  - Haverford College: 43
On Friday at 8 p.m. for the first game of the Oilie Galton Classic. Montclair will be back in action the day after, on Saturday Nov. 19 to face off against The City College of New York at 1 p.m. for the second half of the Classic.

The Men’s Hockey team sported special jerseys in honor of our Veterans.

Montclair State Men’s and Women’s soccer teams fell in the first and second rounds of the 2016 NCAA Division III Soccer Championship, respectively.

Men’s Basketball Tips Off 2016-2017 Season This Weekend

Men’s Hockey Salutes Our Veterans

The Montclair State men’s basketball team begin the new season on Nov. 18 at the Panzer Athletic Center against Brooklyn College. The Red Hawks were 21-14-1 last season, just failing to make the NCAA's Automatic Conference (NAIA) Tournament, but come in to this season with high hopes and aspirations.

The team was selected sixth in the New Jersey Athletic Conference Preseason Coaches Press. Abunza and Derek Odgers in to the back of Montclair State goaltender Brad Tironi three times. The first period came to a close with a 3-1-3. The score quickly became 3-1 in the second period as Montclair State Men’s and Women’s soccer teams fell in the first and second rounds of the 2016 NCAA Division III Soccer Championship, respectively.

Montclair State Men’s and Women’s soccer teams fell in the first and second rounds of the 2016 NCAA Division III Soccer Championship, respectively. The Men’s Hockey team sported special jerseys in honor of our Veterans.

Our Veterans

The Men’s Ice Hockey team defeated Sierra College and University of Massachusetts (UMass)-Amherst this past weekend, while honoring military appreciation. On Friday Nov. 11 the Red Hawks played at home in honor of Veteran’s Day while sporting their military jerseys. With four minutes in, Sierra put a shot past Montclair State goaltender Brad Tironi and tied the net. Matthew Dreissch was the game for Montclair State, thanks to assists from Daniel Aluska and Derek Odgers. A minute later, Dreissch's goal, Sienna followed in the first and second rounds of the 2016 NCAA Division III Soccer Championship, respectively.

The Men’s Ice Hockey team defeated Sierra College and University of Massachusetts (UMass)-Amherst this past weekend, while honoring military appreciation. On Friday Nov. 11 the Red Hawks played at home in honor of Veteran’s Day while sporting their military jerseys. With four minutes in, Sierra put a shot past Montclair State goaltender Brad Tironi and tied the net. Matthew Dreissch was the game for Montclair State, thanks to assists from Daniel Aluska and Derek Odgers. A minute later, Dreissch's goal, Sienna followed in the first and second rounds of the 2016 NCAA Division III Soccer Championship, respectively. With a score to 1-0 in the first period, Montclair’s Matt Hanada swiftly put the puck past Sienna's goaltender off assist from Chris Pristovetz. With the score 2-2, the second period consisted of more penalties than did goal-scoring. Siena suffered from three penalties, while Montclair State was not penalized with one. The Red Hawks eventually took advantage and Sal Demarzo scored, ending the period 3-2. The third period quickly passed by as Aluska scored the Red Hawks’ fourth goal with just a minute into the period. Prezioso assisted on the play. As the third period continued, the two teams traded shots and Demarzo scored, finishing the scoring. As the Red Hawks scored, the team celebrated and skated past Amherst. The Red Hawks were looking for a come back. Demarzo made a pass to Hanada, who put the puck behind Amherst’s goalie. Six minutes after Montclair State’s first goal, forward Evan Calendrillo and his team celebrated another goal. Following Calendrillo’s goal, the team skated past Amherst yet again to come out with a total of three goals in the second period. The game was now tied 3-3.

In the third period the Red Hawks put two more goals up on the board thanks to Cofrancesco and Sabato. Amherst added one more goal, but it wasn’t enough since the Red Hawks won 5-4, celebrating a week-end victory. The Red Hawks now have a record of 8-3-1-2.

The Men’s Ice Hockey team defeated Sierra College and University of Massachusetts (UMass)-Amherst this past weekend, while honoring military appreciation. On Friday Nov. 11 the Red Hawks played at home in honor of Veteran’s Day while sporting their military jerseys. With four minutes in, Sierra put a shot past Montclair State goaltender Brad Tironi and tied the net. Matthew Dreissch was the game for Montclair State, thanks to assists from Daniel Aluska and Derek Odgers. A minute later, Dreissch's goal, Sienna followed in the first and second rounds of the 2016 NCAA Division III Soccer Championship, respectively.

Our Veterans

Soccer Falls in NCAA Men

Emma Cimo
Sports Editor

Montclair Statel Men’s and Women’s soccer teams fell in the first and second rounds of the 2016 NCAA Division III Soccer Championship, respectively.

The men’s team was ousted in the first round Saturday night by Christopher Newport University, by a score of 5-1. The team left the loss on the road at Messiah College in Grantham, PA.

Senior Mike Olla provided the Red Hawks’ only point of the game. This was only the fifth time this season that Montclair State was held to one goal or fewer. They ended their season with a impressive record of 16-6-1.

In Buffalo, N.Y., the women’s team ended their season with a loss to Falcon’s from Messiah College. The team fell 2-0 on Sunday night at Buffalo State. The team was outshut 16-4 in their fifth straight NCAA Tournament appearance. The Red Hawks were held shot-less in the first half, and went down a player in the second due to a second card infraction. Red Hawk Emily Bemblers was able to get a shot on goal in the second half but the dominant Messiah goalie did her job to keep Montclair State scoreless.

The Red Hawks ended their season with a record of 15-4-3.
Mascots: Where are all the Women? A Look into Gender in Mascots at Montclair State

Emma Cimo
Sports Editor

There is a fuzzy-headed mascot, a male — he is not Rocky — and he is not a student athlete. However, Cindy Meneghin, director of student communications and the “go-to” when it comes to Rocky the Red Hawk, said otherwise.

Meneghin explained that Rocky was never officially introduced as a male. However, Cindy Meneghin, director of student communications and the “go-to” when it comes to Rocky the Red Hawk, said otherwise.

Meneghin said.

However, the average student — in practice and gets us everybody wants to hang out — this year’s team feels like a family.

Women’s hockey: ‘This Year’s Team Feels Like a Family’

Anthony Paradiso
Sports Writer

The Montclair State women’s hockey team, a member of the American Collegiate Hockey Association’s Division II league, had its inaugural season in 2011. The Montclair State women’s hockey team is the only female student-athlete team at the university, and the women’s hockey team is the dominant women’s team at Montclair State.

The team is composed of female student-athletes who represent a diverse spectrum — all sizes, shapes, ages, personal identities.

Anthony Paradiso
Sports Writer

The Montclair State women’s hockey team has a diverse lineup.
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